Grade 8 Curriculum Wheels
QUARTER 1

TEXTS: Grammar and Composition Handbook/ Glencoe; The Reader’s Choice/Glencoe; Going Where I’m Coming From;
Night

Literature: Autobiography and Historical
Fiction
In class: Autobiographical selections from
Reader’s Choice, Going Where I’m Coming From,
Diary of Anne Frank (play), Night (book) with written
analysis, vocabulary study, and quizzes
Independent Reading: Autobiographical selections with
analysis project; Historical fiction related to U.S. history
with written project focused on history connection and
character analysis.
Free Choice book selection with librarian.
Assessment: Quizzes, unit tests, Holocaust Brick as
reflection of understanding themes- Anne Frank/Night

Grammar, Mechanics,
and Vocabulary
Review and reinforcement of
basic mechanics and grammar.
Sentence improvement and
paragraph development in
required composition
assignments and daily
vocabulary.
Daily Vocabulary enrichment

Composition
Writing assessments:
Autobiographical Incident
Analytical essay in response
to literature.
Final assignments consist of a
structured plan, a rough draft,
revision, editing, and a final
typed draft in MLA format.
Final drafts filed in classroom
writing portfolio.

QUARTER 2

TEXTS: Grammar and Composition Handbook/ Glencoe; The Reader’s Choice/Glencoe; Elements of Literature/ Holt,
Rinehart; Currents in Fiction (paperback); selected short stories

Literature: The Short Story
In class: Short stories by selected authors with focus
on literary terms; related discussion, writing
assignments, activities, and tests.
Independent Reading: 1. A minimum of 5 short
stories chosen from a list of authors with follow-up
form and activity
Free Choice book selection with librarian.
Assessment: Reading comprehension assessed in
semester exam: new short story with comprehension
analysis, and critical thinking questions

Grammar, Mechanics,
and Vocabulary
Review and reinforcement of
parts of speech and their uses
Sentence improvement and
paragraph development in
required composition
assignments and daily
vocabulary.
Daily Vocabulary enrichment

Composition
Writing assignments:
Analysis of elements of the
short story
Analytic essay related to
literature and class discussion
(“Flowers for Algernon”)
Final assignments consist of a
structured plan, a rough draft,
revision, editing, and a final
typed draft in MLA format.
Final drafts filed in classroom
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QUARTER 3

TEXTS: Grammar and Composition Handbook/ Glencoe; The Reader’s Choice/Glencoe; The Pearl (paperback); To Kill
a Mockingbird (paperback)

Literature: Poetry and The Novel
In class: Study of figurative language, poetic styles,
and theme.
Read and analyze The Pearl by John Steinbeck and
To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee with focus on
theme and character development
( includes analysis activities, quizzes, essays, exam,
and vocabulary study)
Free Choice book selection with librarian.
Assessment: Test of poetry types ,elements,
figurative language and application of knowledge to
new poem
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Grammar, Mechanics,
and Vocabulary
Review and reinforcement of
grammar and mechanics as
well as sentence combining.
Sentence improvement and
paragraph development in
required composition
assignments and daily
vocabulary.
Daily Vocabulary enrichment

Composition
Writing assignments:
Analytic essays focused on
themes in The Pearl and To
Kill a Mockingbird
8th grade Assessment Essay
Focus: unified 5 paragraph
essay with clear controlling
thesis, quotes to support thesis,
and well-developed argument
( plan, drafting, editing, final)

QUARTER 4

TEXTS: Grammar and Composition Handbook/ Glencoe; The Reader’s Choice/Glencoe; Elements of Literature/ Holt,
Rinehart; The Adventures of Ulysses (paperback)

Literature: Mythology (the
Epic Hero
In class: Epic heroes in Greek mythology (Theseus,
Heracles, and Ulysses) with related packet
assignments, tests, and writings.
Free Choice book selection with librarian.

Grammar, Mechanics,
and Vocabulary
Adjective, adverb, and pronoun
usage; subject verb agreement;
verbals (participles, gerunds,
infinitives)
Sentence improvement and
paragraph development in
required composition
assignments and daily
vocabulary.
Daily Vocabulary enrichment

Composition
Written response and analysis
related to literature and class
discussions
Final assignments consist of a
structured plan, a rough draft,
revision, editing, and a final
typed draft

